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Caption:

They were curious to know the truths about the nature, and they were not sure if they should

Max.30 words

take a step further.

Commentary:

Dressed in a light blue gown, the shy ocean was enjoying her warm afternoon while

S.1 – 3:

unexpectedly disturbed by two innocent boys. The mother felt nervous not knowing the true

100 – 200 words

intentions of those boys. What were they looking for? What would they find? She was
devoted to offer everything needed for her children, but she was hopeless in face of human.

S.4 – 7:
200 – 300 words

Holding a fish net, two young minds were exploring the nature in front of them while
accidently awoke the sleeping sea. The boys were unaware of the unlimited treasure beneath
their feet. What were they looking for? What would they find? They were curious to know the
truths about the nature, and they were not sure if they should take a step further.
The ocean paints most part of the earth picture. It helps balance the climate and the
ecosystem. Most importantly, it is the birthplace of most earth creatures. Most of them cannot
be touched from the surface. What are the true colours of our ocean? What can we find when
we uncover its mysterious mask?
We have no definite answers, yet. While it takes our bravery to unfold the secrets, it also
needs our effort to protect the delicacy of this precious bank. Let us be the inspiring people
who will learn to coexist with all the amazing deeds.
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